
    For further details and help on timelines and using the Curriculum Management System, visit: 

    www.ucd.ie/registry/adminservices/curriculum/index.html?show=module_coordinator

          Making the Most of your Module Descriptor
This guide is intended to clarify some aspects of the Module Descriptor, and to suggest ways to make your descriptor more 
informative. It is obviously important for colleagues who are introducing new modules in 2013/14, but it is equally important 
that pre-existing modules be reviewed and their details updated. 

The Module Descriptor is used to manage curriculum across the University, and provides a public statement of your teaching. 
Most importantly, what you write in your descriptor provides the main basis for student choice of modules. By devoting some 
care to filling in your descriptor you can advertise your modules effectively, and ensure that students make the right choices. 

The Module Descriptor includes some technical information, e.g. level, semester, credits and these are usually prepopulated. 
But it also allows some scope to elaborate on the key features of your module: not only what is taught, but how it is taught 
and assessed.

General information Pre-populated.

Module Description Here you should provide a succinct description of your module and its key features. This 
should not only give an indication of its content, but also how it is delivered and assessed. If 
students need to be aware of any particular approaches to teaching and/or assessment before 
choosing this module (e.g. problem based learning, online discussions), please note them.

Learning Outcomes Here you should state briefly what you expect students to have achieved by the end of the 
module, e.g. skills developed, mastery of concepts, familiarity with subject matter or practices. 
Be realistic: limit your key learning outcomes. As a general rule, the number of outcomes for a 
5 ECTS credit module should not be more than seven, preferably less than six. For more detail 
on writing outcomes see: www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources/moduledesignenhancement/best
practiceinwritinglearningoutcomes-6goldenrules/#d.en.51746

Workload 
& FTE

Usually 1 credit = 25 hours
Specified learning activities should include preparation  for and the time for assessment.

Prior Learning If you recommend that a student has completed specific prior learning before choosing 
your module, state it here. This is a recommendation, not a requirement and will not exclude 
students from registering for the course.

Requirements & 
Exclusions

Requirements and exclusions stated here can prevent students from registering for your 
module, so please consult your school before establishing any such restrictions.

Assessment Here you are required to choose categories of assessment (e.g. exam, field-work) from a 
drop-down menu and provide details of its timing and percentage of overall grade. Use the 
‘description’ line to give a little more on what the assignment entails. If your module is offered 
in Frist Year, you should think about how your assessment choices will help students to 
transition to university level learning. For some ideas see: www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources/
assessment/firstyearassessment/ See page 2 for different definitions of Assessment

Resit & Remediation 
Strategy

Remediation: The suite of approaches whereby a student is facilitated in remediating a failed 
module. These may comprise opportunities made available during the offering of a module to 
diminish the possibility of failure or following the completion of a module where a student has 
been awarded a failing grade. The term encompasses resits and repeats, which are also defined 
below.

Resit – A resit assessment is an opportunity to obtain credits for a failed module during the 
next teaching semester. It does not involve re-attendance at the module. The assessment 
produces a pass/ fail result only.

Repeat – A repeat attendance is where a student registers for a second (or subsequent) 
attempt at a module. Both resits and repeats have fee implications for the student. 
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Types of assessment

Essay

Continuous 
assessment

Exam

Fieldwork

Presentation

Portfolio

Seminar

Lab Report

Class test

MCQ (Short)

Studio exam

Attendance

Project

Practical

Oral 
examination

MCQ

Journal

Group project

Assignment

This category assesses students’ attendance. This may or may not be inclusive of participation. 

This is any structured supervised test conducted outside the class environment. If you do not specify ‘end of 
semester’ in the ‘Timing’ category, this exam will not be scheduled in the official UCD examination timetable. 

This category is best used where the component itself includes multiple tasks (e.g. 5 MCQs over the course 
of the semester), rather than to identify a single assessment piece completed during the semester.

This is a single written assessment that requires students to write on a given question, subject or topic. The 
topic is generally specified in advance. 

Assessment of any experiential learning task or activity - usually conducted off campus. 

Any group-based task or activity (i.e. may be research-based) that has a group aspect to the activity but may 
be assessed for an individual and/or group mark. 

This is any structured supervised test conducted within the class environment rather than as part of the 
official UCD examination period. Use this category for all structured in-class tests where the assessment 
type varies (e.g. essays, short notes, MCQs). However, if the test is wholly essay-based or MCQ-based we 
recommend that you select these categories from the drop down menu. 

This is usually a personal account or reflection on a learning experience. It is not typically used to refer to a 
journal article or periodical.

This is usually a written report based on a practical experiment or task conducted in laboratory or field 
conditions.

This refers to the use of multiple choice questions (where the answer is chosen from a predetermined list of 
possible answers) typically in an exam, class or online test format.

Again, this refers to the use of multiple choice questions (where the answer is chosen from a predetermined 
list of possible answers), but this category is typically used for short in-class or online quizzes.

This is a verbal examination where questions are directed by the assessor. 

This generally involves the assessment of a collection of materials compiled by the student, which may or 
may not have an overarching theme. It may include reflection, evidence of activity and/or other materials. It 
may also include individual and/or group elements.

This is a participatory activity where assessment is generally skills based. This may also include a written 
element. If this involves multiple practicals or submissions this can be clarified in the timing section.

This is individual assessment which may involve the design, completion and presentation of an activity. This 
may be task or research-based and generally involves a high level of student autonomous activity. 

This is a verbal and/or visual activity (e.g. oral or poster) where students are actively presenting and 
knowledge, skills and/or engagement are assessed. This may also include a written element. 

This is generally a discussion based task conducted in, or based on work completed in a small group setting. 
It may be delivered by the student and/or require student participation.

This involves assessment of activity completed in a studio. This may involve a performance and/or design 
component, presented through visual or verbal media

This is a formal task (written or otherwise) which must be completed by the students. Use this category 
when your assessment element does not fit any other categories available. 

These categories are not watertight, but the definitions below may act as a guide to what best describes your form of 
assessment. It is recommended that you use the short ‘description’ window in the Assessment area to clarify key details 
of the assessment that students should be aware of. The categories are presented here in the order in which they appear 
in the drop-down menu.
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